
THIS CHECKLIST WILL COVER WHY AND WHAT YOU SHOULD

BE DOING IN YOUR EXERCISE PROGRAM 

IMPORTANT: 
Every individual has different needs and requirements. So whilst this advice aims to cover

the fundamentals of programming, the principle of specificity should always be applied to

your programming to ensure the most optimal approach in line with your health and fitness

goals and personal safety. 

KNOW YOUR GOALS 

If you want a strong butt or sleeve-busting arms, you will need to be doing

some form of strength training regularly. If you want to improve your flexibility,

then cycling for 1 hour at the end of a days work in the office won't help. So

understand your goals, and aim to structure your exercise program around them.

- Aim for Compound Exercises (multi-joint exercises) to form the large

percentage of exercises in your program, and then make the rest up with

Isolation Exercises (single-joint exercises).

 

- Look to build a solid technique on all basic movements of the Squat, Lunge,

Hinge, Push, Pull, Core before you move onto the more advanced exercises of

each of those movements. E.g, aim to perform a great Goblet Squat before you

progress to a Barbell Back Squat. 

 

- Aim to use a variety of exercises to if looking to isolate a certain muscle group.

Although Squats would help your glute development, utilising other movements

such as Lunges, Thrusts, Deadlifts etc would also target the glutes. So ensure

you become well-rounded via various movements and exercises.

 

- However, understand that some exercises that work great for others, might

not necessarily suit you. We are all designed uniquely. So don't choose an

exercise just because someone else was doing it. 

CHOOSING YOUR EXERCISES



WHEN TO CHANGE YOUR EXERCISES

Don't get caught up in the whole 'keep your body guessing' game. If you changed

your exercises week-to-week, you will find it hard to progress and get stronger on

those exercises and that can have a detrimental effect on your results. 

 

Aim to keep 3-5 exercises within your program as a focus for between 4-6

weeks. That means getting progressively stronger on those exercises for a

period of 6 weeks before you may look to switch over exercises for your next

block. Your next block of exercises may include exercises which target other

specific areas. 

WHEN TO INCREASE YOUR WEIGHTS

Here's the thing; getting stronger gives you a sense of achievement but can also

lead to some great physical changes. Everyone is different, and some may get

stronger faster than others. It is paramount to keep the same technique when

increasing your weights. There are many rules of Progressive Overload, but here

is one rule you can try to apply to your training in order for you to increase your

weights.

 

- Use RPE (Rate of Perceived Exertion) to measure your exercises. If your RPE

was 5/10 after performing 8-12 reps, then unfortunately, you were probably

performing well below your capabilities. Increase your RPE to 7-9/10 on chosen

exercises, and aim to perform more reps within your chosen rep range over a

period of 3-5 weeks. Once you've added on 2-4 more reps each set, you are ready

to increase your weight (anywhere between 5-15% more of previous weight

used). Try then build your reps up again using the same tactics, with your new

weight. 

 
- Understand that life will get in the way. You will not always have the ability to

get stronger session-by-session. But at the same time, ensure that you don't hit

any plateaus by being conscious of the fact that you are aiming to improve and

get stronger with certain exercises within specified time-frames to help enable

you to progress and potentially achieve your health and fitness goals faster. 


